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ABSTRACT \f
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whether teaching effectiveness would be increased-if appropriate .
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received feedback related to their abiliti'to cOntrol their teaching
behavior and their ability to.apply a thedretically based rationale
in:the resolution of learner,problems..The :experimental teadhers
denonstrated -greater control of tteir teaching.beha*ior as evidenced
131 the low discrepancy between their -ratings of the need for -

intervention and their satisfaction of that need. Teachers in-
experiment two received feedback associated with their abilities to
(1) engage in diagnostic procedures when d student.incorrectly
answered -a question and (2) .utili2s, appropriate diagnostic-sequences
to resolve the problem. There were-significant differences'in*-the
direCtion of the, experimental group,'indiciting that (1) experimental
teachers engaged in diagnosis moreoften; 12)-they condeptualized and
employed more-appropriate procesdes for diagnosis; and (3.) their
students correctly answered more 'previously missed items than did
participants.inAhe control group. In summary, the study demonstrated
the:importance-of condeptually appropriate feedback in bringing about
changes:in teiCher behavior. (MB)
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AN EVALUATION OF THE EFFEeTS op CONCEPTUALLY
APFROP)iIATE.FEEDBACIC'ON TEACHEVAND STUDENT.BEOVIOR

'4 i

.

In spite. of the, fact that today there are more teacherS'licensed

" \

to,teachothan.therd are available'Positions; the shortag of efkective

teachers remain at prises proportions. Thus, kor tea er

d

the problem of develop. g systems for preparing MOT 'effective teachers '

_

/
.

contpues to be,asprincipl concern.

.01mgtors.

One efforttó improve\the quality:of teacher education-which has

received,must attention intecent years has beep the development' of

progvms referred to'frequently as Competency Based Teacher Education,
r1

t

programs (CBTE). Generally, eprocedure involves the careful .

4. ,.

specificationrbf competencies t ought to be associated with effective

teaching and then the design..of.Pr rams and educational experiences
u. . .

.1'

considered productive.in producing,those mpetencies.i ,Ideally, the

teachers remain in the program until the Vemonstrate the previouSly

larIr at the undergraduate

Old conStant, teachers are

specified competencies. Realisticaiy, p
. 1

level here time to graduate ds usually

graduated deionstrating xarying levels of .competenge.
C.-

In spite of this limitation there are a inamber of important

'reasons for specWifig competencies,as a basis for devefOping ind
4

0."
imiPtementing teacher education' programs. One.reason'ii that it increas

the praiability that teacher education programs are more likely to
4 4

result in effectiveness models as opposed to the more commonplaCe

',....tipoture models. Possibly of greater-importance is t el,yotential of

A
providing,vrospective teachers with more relevimOted ck, associated

wdth trilning, thus iilcreasing both the'qffectiveass and the efficiency.

of thete education program-.
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A nuMber of factors must be.considered if feedback is-to be moSt

effeftive in the training program. First, the feedback is to result'

in more effective teaching, the'feedback must be acceptable to the

teacher. Good, et af (1974) has demonstrated that if teactiers "-are given . .

feedback about their behavior (it)'Was effective in changing both

A' quantitative and qualitative teacher behavior toviard target siudents"
4

(p. 405). Second, for feedback to'be effective, it must be valid.

Further, it can be argued that thwacceptability of feedback by teachers

is in part a functiOn of the validity of the feedback. This'is noi to
A

suggest that some invalid.feedback would not be accepted. Rather, if

valid feedback results in solutiOnsto instructional problems; it would

be.expeoted, that this would tend to reinforce its use.

While the notiCh of CBTE programs is predicted on the assumption

that valid competencies as a basis for providing valid feedback ha'd

been specified, there is little evidence that efforts to identify valid

competencies have_been particularly productiVe. In all tob many cases

it would appear that competencies are judged to be acceptable if (a)

they are measurable and (1) the list of competencies is extensie. The

result has been the production of long lists of teaching competencies

often' with little evidence to indicate that they are significantly

related to ookanges.in learner performance. For example, it is reported

that Weber College has developed over 250 competencies ghl Delta

kappan, 1974) and the Pennsylvania Department of Education has

compiled a'list of 66 "generic teaching competencies"' (Pennsylvania

-
Department of Education; 1973).

'The-problem Of validity of many,of these long lists of competencies.

'is examplified in the Pennsylvania list. Moore, et al., (1974)
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specified a number of problems of validity in discussing the. Penntyl-

'vania Competew lit

First,'tbere.was a failure to differentiate between

necessary -competencies for effective ieaching and desirable

competencies(for. students. For example, the ability to

develop a-healthy self-concept in childr listed in the.

Pennsylvania list as a teacher competency when it is-in fact
,

a learner competency. .Second, the list fails to differen-(
'

tiate between enabling and termiftl.coipetencies. The

consequences of failing to differentiate between enabliip

and terminal ,pompe4iies are at leet two in numlier:
;

Specifically, the assessment of terminal competence

assumed the assessment of the inteiaction of enabling

competencies. Thus, where assessment is limited to'

individual enabling competencies, rather than the assess:-

ment of terminal competence, the,critical inIeractions are

ntot evaluated, thus rendering evaluation iraid. This,

probrem is apparent on almost eve e of tle Pennsyl-

vania generic teaching competenc

A third major problem, apparent in the list, and one .

not unrelated to the previous two, is the listing of .

instances of teacher competencies as opposed to conceptual-

izations of teacher competencies. The consequence .of

slisting instances pf competencies as opposed to conceptual-

.

ization of'the competencies should be obvious. F.irst, one

is not tiely to acquire (quite apart from the inefficiency

of the effort) all of the instances of all of the conc

5



of teacher'competeice. 'Second, and more importantlY, trying

to specify all instances implies that the set of instances

is finite, when, in reality it is in 'lute. Thus, if one

assumes that the terminal competencies are conceptual in

nature, it is both unnecessary as well as impossible to list

all the instances of behavior which could be us as means

of evelopihg the terminal competencies. Rather, by listing

terminal behaviors, which are conceptual in nature, a

variety of instances of enabling coMpetencies may,be used to.

satisfy these ends.

Finally, with respect to validity, the question must be raised

concerning the relatibn of a stated teacher competency and.learner per-
\ \

formance. Specifically, programs may be developed which are effecti6

in producing teachers with demonstrated competencies but where there is

little elAdence that the acquired competencies are effective in bringing

about desired changes in learner behaviec. One of the current, more

comprehensive efforts to relatVteacher behavtor toChanges. in learner

behavior has been made by Brophy and associates at the University of

Texas (1974). In those investigations observed teacher behaviors such

as giving cues or asking,divergent questions were correlated with

learner'i residual' gain scores on achievement tests. While their

Anvestigations,do demonstrate that teachers do differ in their abilities

///
to change learner behavior, the amount of variance accounteefor in the

correlations of teaching behalai and learner gain scorei has been low.)

An explanation for the relatively small amount of variance accounted ..

for may be that the teaching behavior selected for .observattion may not

,lend itself to a single interpretation or that the effectiveness while

being high for some students may not be effective with all learners.

6
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For example, giving context cues is a teaching'behaVior oftenvcorrelated

positively.with learner performance. It is obvious Oat what the

scorer., or for that matter ,the teacher, defines as a co text cue.may or

may not be perceiVed as a wet by a given.learner. Fur,her even' if

4 I ,a

e ,this is.not thecase, a cue in a given situation, may not be effectilre'
-

in btinging about a desired change in learner behavior.. Thus,-if feed- ;

back associated with a teacheing competence is to be given which will be

maximally effective in helping the teacher ti:o modify the behavior 6f

studerit, it must be oT'a type whidt does,pot lend itself to a

vatiety of interpretations and which is appropriate for-all teaching
-

situations. Thus., it can be argued that while any given inst of

a conceptualization of4 competenCy inay be correlated at a'very,

levil with a learner behavior, conceptualtp it may correlate perfectly.

Lt. follows that 'is the conceptualization which must be.acquired -

not he instance.

Itcan.be\s-uggested then'fór CBTE'programs. to be maximally effective,

at least two conditions must be satisfied. Oirst, competencies must be
.

specified which will provide dbick to the teacher in training which

will be accepte4' by the teache ; and second, the cOpetencies specified

as a basis for trainingpmust be iPpropriate for all instructional,

situations and must not be given to multi-interpretations.

Support for Ae hypotheses that the specificatiOn)pf competencies
It

which would'result in feedbaCk of a type ilcceptable to teachers and

which was conceptually appropriate for all ins4uctional condition&

was obtained in a controlled experiment completed by Moore, Schaut and

4
Frittges (1974). In this investigation, they argued that the'cOmiTion

approach o specifying teaching competencies, of classifying teachers

into categories of "effe e" and "ineffective".and then attempting

7
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to induce similarities and differences in teaching behaviors,would not

produce compei,eveles necessary and sufficient for all instructional

conditions. They argued that,"The difficulties.with this approach are

at least two in number. First if the sample of teaching behavior ks

not completely representative of.effective teaching, ft is probable

that one wiLl induce some teaching behaviors which are irrelevant-and

treat them as relevant. Second, one may inadvertently classify

enabling dapetencies,- like the'use of feedback, as a terminal

cdfipetenCe." Their procedure was to use what thek.referred,to as a .

rational scientific,approach and they suggested that effective teaching,

independent of learneichal:acteristip or instructionaj objectives
cs:

A

could be defined in terms of only four competencies. The taxonomy of

'teacher competencies specified by Moore as being both necessarY and ,

sufficient for effective instruction'was:,

'First, a teacher must demonstrate, with a high dekree

of consistency,.the ability.to bilIng his own teaching

'

behavioi under control in a wide range of instructional

conditions as opposed to coming under the control of

the leirner!s behavior,: For example, the teacher must

nOt alloy the bright personable student to dominaee his

attention at the expense of the less gifted_students.

Bringing teacher behavior under control.is necessaiy

becauselit establishes the upper limit of the techer's

ability to.observe relevant learner behavior as a basis
(

for diagnosis. SecOnd, a teacher must be able to generate

and test producttve.instructional hypotheses with respect

,#

Ith
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to both 'individual and group aitending'problems as opposed.

'to relying on alimited set of instructional strategies..

' .

-For example, the teacher, must be able to,observe and,

explain the nature of the'learner behavior being reinforced

and the source of the'probable reinforcer ik more desirable
, .

substitute behaviors *ar4 to he stimUlateeand reinforced.

Mira, a. teacher muSt beable to.gentrate and test ;productive

institiCtional- hypotheses with respect to effective

.
ins,tructional-Tresentation systems appropriate for the

, needs of inaividual learners. Fourth, a teacher mui

able to idemify ffnd posplate solutions fpr probleis of

.classroom organization as they relate to imaximizing his

effectiveness and efficiency in the classroom. Foreexample,

if one-assumeS thit a teaCher has the competencies.'

necessary for generating productive instructional hypotheses

related to individual learning, but is faced with çhrty

. 1

learners inithe class five days a week, v./fiat mat-brie

managemenx ,procedures might be considered which would

maximize the probability for implementing the most efaCtive

instructional system?

)
In'the Moore experiment '(1974) the data collected were associated

wil4h!-first twoEampetenCieS.' Specifically, using'volunteer inservice

,

public 'school teachers = 56) who were randomly,assigned to experi-

mental controlled clnditions, they provided lin-class.! feedback for the-

experimental group, with respect tothejirst iWo competencids., for a

as a lmvis for providing

,k

period of. six, to eight weeks. Observations
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.

fgedback were completed using an instrument designed by the principal

8

investigator. SpeCifically, the teach receiVed inf ion concerning

the discrepancy between the teacher's ratings of st dents as ng high

6r low in need of teacher intervention for learning to occurwand

evidence of teacher Intervention with those students he had speCified

as reuiring a greater amount of teacher intervention. It was assumed
-

4

',that the lower the discrepancy, tIle sreate e Control. Further, the

teachers received feedback associated with whethe;_they were uiing a

scientific approach to prOblem solving with.reipect.to learner attending

behavior. P

To evaluate the projedt, trained evaluaklirs were used who had no

knowledge concerning which teachers were experimental or control. The

results of the comparisons of a) observed instances of learner ,inatten-

tion as the measure of effectiveness of feedback associated with

competency II and b) frequency-of teacher'intervention with stpdents

classified as high need, as a measure of competency I, resulteein

significant differences for students of female teachers for the.measure
c

of competency iIand a tignificant.difference for'both male-and female

- .

.
teachers for.themeasure'of competency I. In all cases whereSignificant.

_

difA ferences weie observed; they favored the experimental conditions. A
- , . . .-

retention study-was completed during the following academic'year and in
* .

this case, all differences between the experimental control group were

. in the direction of the experimentdl treatment. One explanation given

forth,efailure to obtain differences in student performance for the,

experimental male teachers in the initial evaluation of competency II

was the gmall.size of the sample of male teachers (E =s7 and C = 3).

4
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While these data provide strong support for the general hypotheses /

concerned with the conceptual apprivriateness and acceptability-of

feedback as it affects teaching behavior, a nUmber oi questions remained

unanswered. First, if the sample of males had been larger in the

initial experiment, wwld significant differences in learner attention
.

),,/

have resulted? Second, could the positive resuas of this inveAigation

be replicated with a different p pulation? Third, were the results a

function of simply the acceptability of the feedback as opriosed to the

conceptgal appropriateness of thexfeedback? As pointed out earlier in

this discussion, it is probable that valid feedback will be acceptable

while acceptable feedback,may or may not be valid. And fourth, if

the major-hypotheses were tested in terms of competency III, would the

results be confirmed?
1

.
The purpose of the present s(tdy Vas to invest 49 e;questioas12

,..

- -,

under controlled.experi4entai conditions. Specifica lyi two 'experiments

were coApleted. The first was designedtto replicate the dxperimeni of '

/

.

Moore, et al (1974) unaer conditions which provided a larger nu*er of

N

-
-malessubjects. The second experiment was designed to test the: reseSrch

hypotheses under conditions a) in which teachers received feedback

with respect to "content" organization (instructional sequence)

appropriate to the instructional needs of individual learners and b)

in which greater control over the feedback variable was exercised.-

(
z



SubleCts:

IT

Method:

olc

Experiment 1:

40 I

,

11

10

.
t.

Thirty-six volunteer, non-perdanently certified teachers participated

in experiment 1. Ninetgen teachers.served as members of the experimental

group and-17,as control group members. Teachers were matcbed on the

basis of sex,.lev11. taught,3i.e., elementary or secondary; and number

of years ofexperience. Twelve members 6f the experimSntal groui were

elementary:teachers and 7 Were secondari.teachers: Eight teachers of

ihis,group were female and 11 teacher's were male. Ten of the control

group members'were elementaryAeachers and '7 were secondary teachers;

11 were male and § were femalp teachers.

o

E)cperithent ?:

, .

C.

ParttciPants in'e4,eriment.2 were 21 volunteer1/4.non-permpently

certified teachers. Teachers were matched on teaching level. Nin

elementari, and 2 secondary, teachers formed the experimental group; 8.

elementary and 2 secondary teachers participated in the control group.

There were 4 malts and 7.females in the experimenal group and 6 male

and 4 female teachers in the control group.

1 2
A
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PrOcedure

e

Expekiieni

/
0: ,;

14. Tr:
.t

The treatment condition for experiment 1 consisted elf providing

the teichei with a conceptualization for usini feedbaak associated
. _

'with a) controlling their own teaching bebavioi and b) generating and

testing hypotheses associated with learner attending behavior. Furiher,

° himultted teaching experiencei (Moore, et
4.0

.

1,7--4*meins for Increasing, the prObability.that

be demonstrated in'an applied situation.
,

.iessioni cdnsisted.of three hour weekly seminars for a six week period .

thePteachers received feedback regarding their success in

_ 4
applying the acqdiredconceptualizations in their own classrooms_

rge.

al., 1973) were provided as a

these conceptualizations would

Conceptualization training

4

- classroom:feedback conditiOnsincluded two one-half day sessions each

. week forthe six week period, Project staff members cOnducted both.the
J0.0,

training sesiions and pkovided the classroom feedback.
. i,

Data were-collected, as a basis toi classroom feedback, using-the
-

Wore teacher observation system (Moore, et al., 1974). Using the

obseritational system, staff members provided feedback to the teacher

.cpncerning his control of,his instructional behavior'by comparing:the

actual'mumber of teacher initiated verbal interventions, for a randomly

silected grOup.of ten studentW, with the teachers post-clasS.ratings of

these students regarding the amount of interitention they required for

leskking to ocdur. Alarge discrepancy between the indicated need and'

thesatisfactiOn o'f that need was defiried as a low level of 9ontrol
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and ccinvers4y a low liscrepancy was defined as a higher level of. cohtrol
,

Staff members.emp4op4'the folloWing procedures in providing feed-

baci to a teacher regar404 his ibility to gener e and test hypotheses
-

,

regarding learner-attending behavior. First, wds assumed that a .

problem of inattention had to be identified beftre'any meaningful feed-

) , -

back could.be provided with respect to the Competencies involved.

Second, when at least one persistent pattern of learner inattention

was identified, the teacher's responses to that behavior were recorded

and classified. If no variation was observed in the teacher's.responses

to the incidence of inattention, it was expected that this feedback to

the teachei would increase the probability that heywould vary his

instructional proceduret when hisioriginal procedure was ineffective

. in bring about change. if tbe teacher's responses were observed to

vary under conditiots where the pattern of -learner inattention was

- yndhanged, the teacher was provided a listy his responses, following

'Class, and asked to explain why he had varied his responses. If no
.

rational explanation was given, it was assumed that the feedback,

associated with his "lack of an explanation,"'wotild increase the
-

probability that the teaCher would increase his efforts to develop

theoretically based explanations as a basis for his actions. If a
.

theoretical.explanation was given, as'judged by the staff member,

it was assumed It, questions associated with its unproductiveness

would inerease the probability that teachers woula a) seek, additional

knowledge of the constructs necessary for generating productive
4

hypOtheses Or b) diverge in.considering alternative hypotheses

associated with their original explanations.

14
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Thus, the staff member raised questions which were intended to

provide feedback to the teacher with respect to his aliernatives.

While involved in the training, the teacher could use the staff member

as%,a source of knowledge or as:a participant in a discussion concerning

,alternative hypotheses that conld be generated to fit the situation.

these feedback 'procedures wete repeated throughout'the'experimental

period.

in an attempt to control, in part, for the Hawthorne effect,'the

control group was observed by the project staff members periodically

during the expertmentar period using the Moore teidher evaluation

instrument. The teachers were not given specific-feedback with respect

to their teaching behavior. Remarks were limited togeneral statements

about the classroom atmosphere.

Experiment 2:

1\.
110

The procedures described for experiment 1 were essentially those

_ employed in experiment 2 except that the experimental teachers received

feedback associated with their ability to generate and test instructional
°

hypotheses with respect to the.diagnosis and remediation of individual

learner, problems associated with Content organization (instructional

sequencing). .Specifically, when students were observed to answer

questions indorrectly the teacher's behavior was recorded with respect

to a) did to. ask the student additional questions, b) did

the types of questions asked vary, and c) did the students ultimately

respond.Correctly to the original teacher initiated question. (Note:

The term."teacher initiated questions" includes content related
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questitins-and statements which require.a- student response.)- -Following

the coMpletion of the class-the teacher-received feedbeick regarding-his

/ teaching behaviOnin class in response to inappropriate or unacceptable

:learfter behavior; and was asked to compare this behavior to his

coriceptualization of the effective-use of feedback.

$1<ecifically, if he asked a student a question for the purpose of

or
ev"luating the student's level of conceptualization of the instructional

objective and the student responded incorrectly,,the teacher, was asked

why he (the teacher) responded to the student'll response as he did. If

he had immediftely asked another StudentAhe same question, he was

asked hoW he expected this procedure to help him diagnose the learning

problem of he first student. Jf the teacher explained that he was

using the question for motivational reasons then it was assumed that

the_questid4 was not diagnostic in nature, and the teacher was asked

which questions (recorded) he used for diagnosis. If the staff member
-

observed that the teacher asked additional questions of the student who

answered incorrectly, but the questions did not vary in their complexity

or form,-he was asked to explain why his question asking behaliior.had

not varred. If the teacher's iluestioning behavior varied, even though

the'learner's behavior did not change, he was asked to explain his

.rationale for the variation. The decision at this point on the type

of follow-up feedback procedure to be used was based on the same

criteria
4

outlined in experiment 1, i.e., whether or not the teacher
_

gave a rationally sound explanation for his behavior. In this

experiment, as in experiment 1, the seminars and simulatton proadures

provided the basis for the bonceptualization of the feedback.pystem.

To control for the effects of type of feedback, the control group

16.
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participated in experiment 1 during the sameexperimental period:*

/

Thus, the experimental conditions provided\for the twn groups were

7 1

identical with theexception that the feedback for.thk,experiniental

group in experiment 2 was concerned Withhypotheses /generations .,-.
'

associatedIvith 'Content'organization as it related to individual
'

learner requirements and not to learner attehOin behavior.
iw

4 ,

121ata4olfectipn:v

15

, ,,,§ame.instrilments used to4rovide feed ck to teachers during

'; , .

the;e44r*en'til period wereniseatti-scilleci data with respect to the

egfeitivenet,s of reatthents 44,ecifically, in

_g....expeme as a ileaureviof theleat1i*6, ability to control his own
,..1,..

,'' .' '''
l

behavint,
,

e amount:.,of teacher intareinen with hilil arid low need

students was domparedudentA assigne a,4 or 5 on the rating scale

were,considered,to be hAgti, need students, those,most needing teacher

intervention. Studentsalt d a 0 or 1 were considered low need .

students, those needing little or no assistance for learning to occur.

Tehchers with a greater degree of confrol were those who had a low

discrepancy between theindicated need of the student and the

sAtisfaction of that need.

The measure Of the effectiveness of the experimental treatment in

increasing the teacher's abil/ty to generate and test hypotheses

regarding learner attendinj behavior was the amount of student

inatt4Otion Observed in the classroom. 'Learner attending behavior was
,

used as a primary dependent variable because if was measurable across

all subject matter and classroom situations. Further, a high

correlation between learner attention and learner performance on an

17
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academic task mas noted in several stddies (Morsh, et al., 1955;

Lahaderne, 1968; Cobb, 1972). Finally, tee specific.learner behavior

associated with competency II was learner attending behavior.

,order

behayi4,, a,the

-to collec t reliable information regarding attending

attending and non-attending behavior of a random sample -

pnts was noted.at regularly scheduled intervalS during

eValuate the effects of the experimental treatment for

observations were made of changes in both teacher:and

learner b lox'. The ultimate measure of.the effectiveness of the

experiment 2,

experimen eatment was ..thange in student behavior. As with the

measure oea tention an effort Was made to serect a valid measure of

learner peiformance which could be used to compare student behlra,

, With respect to competence III, independent of.grade level or ,sdkject

and which could be reliable assessed. In this case, student's ability

answer a previously missed question Was used as a measure.

As stated previously, in both experiments there was a need for

evidence that a pieblemexisted, for example, fearner'inattention or

learner non-mastery "Cf.the instructional objectives, in order to

elialuate the teadher's effectiveness in dealing with it.

The meagures used .to, assess changes in teacher behavior, in

.WeSperiment 2

I.

included the following: First, changes in,the responses
4

of teachers to students who i correctly answered questions
w1

ere

observed. 'Specifically,,teaehers attempting to'evaluate student

mastery of initructional,objectivbs, who continbed to ask. the -

student questions, when the student answered incorrectly and who

attempied to ascertain what a student did not understand were
4.

1

c.
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classified as engaging in diagnostic transactio s. These transattions

17

were observed and recorded.

The appropriateness of,the trans tions was also judged and
,

recorded bi the staff members. sr example, if the teacher's original

queition required a student a apply defining criteria in deciding

whether an instance wa ,a poO.tive or pegative in5tance of a cpncept

and the student áy wered .incorrectly, appropriate siiagnosic questions

might have indluded: .a) did.the stUdent know:theldefining criteria
. .

and/or b)did,,fiehaVe a referent, i.e., a kriOaedge base, for one. or

more onthe defining attributes. In this case, the teacher had moved

from, a higher oraer,iaitial question to lower level

the'sequente was appropriate.

questions and thus

-

Thp procedure fot:colleating,data, for putOses\of evaluation,

was for staff membersto observe, at the end of the experiiental'..periOd,

a _randomly selected group of len students of experimentair and-control

teachers for one 45-minute period. Teacheramere unaware of which

ef

students constituted the sample until after the observation had been

completed. Onliy ten students were observe&since prior experiences

had indicated that attempting to collect data, of the type described

previously, on the entire class decreased scorer reliability. Inter-

scorer reliability, determined prior to the posttest evaluation,

ranged from ,88 to .92. These observation procedures were the same

for both experimental and controliteachers.2L.
21:

(
In an effort to replicate the long term retention.results reported in
theNoore study (1974), the procedures reported here axe being utilited

to collect data on the same population during the 1974-75.academic year.
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Results

Experiment 1:

An unweighted means analysi4 of variance was comp/eted to deter-
,

g
mine 'whether providing conceptually appropriate feedback associated

,

with valid teacher competencies:wts effective in increasing the

teacher's ability to bring his own teaching behavior under control. °

For this analysis the teachers were stratified on sex, studepts were

stratified.on need and the teachers were compared in terms of the

amount of attention given to students classified.as being high or

low in need of teacher intervention. The interactton_of the need of

student and exper mental treatment was the comparison of primary

interest in, this an ysis. The results qf the analysis are presented

.

in Table I.

Insert Table r aboutilere

,

As cal be observed in Table 1, the interaction between need of

student and experimental treatMent was significant (p < .01). The

Newman-ieuls posttestenalysis was completed to determine significani

)differenc s between pairs of meanS.. .Significant differences (p < .01)

weie obtained. .-The mean amount of attention given by teachers to high

and low need students is presented in Table 2.

.Insert Table 2,about here

20



As can be observed, the experimental teachers .gave a ireater amount

of%ttention to high need stadents than they did to low need students
- 4,

4 '
while this difference was not obgerved between the same groups for the

..

controVteachers.

To determine the effectivenesg ok providing feedback with respect

to increasing the teacher's ability to generate instructional hypotheges

associated with legrner attending behavior, t-tests were completed

comparing mean percentage of learner inattention for male ,and female

teachers in the respective experimental and control groups. _Because

of the possible existence of a ceiling effect with regard to the depen-

7

dent varriVe and the resulting difficulty in interpreting interactions,

an analysis. of variance was not used (Winer,.19621 p. 257). The results

of the t-test comparisons are presented in Table

Insert Table 3 about here,

o

As can be observed in Table 3, a signi icant difference was obtained'

for the respective comparisons. The mea ercentage of inattention was

lower for both.experimental males and experimental. females than it was

for'the respective control,gresups.1

Experiment 2:

To determine the effectiveness ofzproviding relevant feedback

associated with theteacher's ability to generate and test hypotheses*

regarding student learnifig problems issociated"with instructional

sequencing, seyeral unweighted means analyses of variance were completed.

One oe'these analyses was completied to compare changes in student -

2 IA

4.,
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,
behavior. Second, other analyses compared changes in teacher.behavior.

Finally, an analyses was completed to ascertain whethersany
.

4
,

signiflcant differences existed between experimental and control group
: .

telters with respect to the number of teacher initiated questiOn's

which were answered incorrectly by the students. The assumption, under-

lying ttiis analsis, was that if there was a significant difference'

betWeen the groups in terms of the numbet of questions answered incor-

rectly by students, the results of other measures of:the effectiveness ,

of the experiment would be questionable:

In this analysis, experimental and Control group teachers were

stratified on sex,and compared in'terms of the number of teacher..

initiated questions to which students responded incorreetiThe
-

results of this analysii ire reported in Table 4.

Insert Table 4 aboui'hére'

a

These resurts indicate that there were no significant differences

between the experimental and controP'groups in terms of the number of

questions answered incorrectly by students.

One evidence of change, in.teacher behavior, compared was differences

in teacher responses to students' incorreet answers. Following an

incorrkt response, did teachers move to another student in their

questioning or did,they-attempt to diagnose the problem by asking the

student additional questons? 'The results of the stitistical

analysis used to determine whether significant differences existed

.7-between the treatment groups,.with reigard to the number of times
,

achers initiated diagnostic transactions With students who incorrectly

22
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.answerecl .subject matter related questiont are presented in Table

...Insert Table 5 about here

As d'an be seen-in Table 5,.a significant difference between-experi-

mental and control group teachers was noted. The Mean nuMber of

, diagnostic-sequences'initiated by experimental teachers (2.91) was

'greater than the mean number initiated by control group teachers (1..".

Data.were also compared to determine the probable appropriateness

of the transactions initiated. For_this analysis only diagnostic
1

sequences, judged to be correct, were'comwed. Thus, it was possible

to compare data for only six qf they,: niea ers in the control group,
_

sinceenly-six'teachers engaged' in,-poyiect..4agnostic sequences. Data

were. available for all eleven experiMentaI teachers. Teachers lere

stratified on sek and compared in termsof the number of-correct

diagnostic sequences initiated. The results are preSented in Table 6.

N.

)
Insert Table 6 about here

Differences (p .10) were noted between experimental and control

teachers with experimefital teachers engaging in more correct diagnostic

. sequences (2.91) than control teachers (1.67).

Finally, to determine the effects of the experimental treatment on
a.

learner perforiances, the experimental and control teachers, stratified

on sex, -were compared in terMs of_the number of times-students correctly
4

ahswtred previously missed questions. The result§ are presented in Table 7.

23
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_insert Table 7 about here

The results indicate that there las a di4ference (p 4; .01) as a

func on of the experimental treatMent. 'Students of experimental

0 Jk
6, .teache s corf-ectly answered previously missed questions more often

, (7c= 2.27)-than did students of:control teacheis (*X = .60).

Discus ion:

h aata from the present studies provide support for the hypOthesis

that if teacherS are given feedback, aisociated with valid competenties,

predicted.changes will occur in both their behavior and ultimately in the
-

behavi9r;of their stUdenis. These data are observabie in tables 2,16, 5,

6 and,T.wheie the mean performance of teachers in the experimental groDp

and the performance of their students on the respective measures was

greater than the mean perforidance of the corr,esponding comparison .group:

,

, The fact that in experiment 1 the experimental group's performance,
.

both.in terms,of controlling-their own behavior and in terms of their

ability to modify learner attending behavior, Was greater than the

control kroup was consistent with the predicted finding and increaies

both the,confidence.which can be placed in the predictions and the
,

4(
generalizability of,the findings. Further, the fact that male teachers'

effectiveness,eas.measured by learner attending bélavior,-was. greater

. " .
for experimental teachers,than forsontrol teachers supports the hypo-

,

thesis that'the failure to obtain differences for the comp4rable .

/,
.

,.
.

.,compartsons in the Moore (1974) study' was a function:of the,small size

of.the sample.

2 4
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Not only were the differences between ,the experimental ana contrOl

grOup statistically significant, but they were of practical significance. '

These practical differences can be observed first.by. the fact t)iat the

etvel of inattention noted for classrooms of peperimental teachers was

4,approximately five percent, while.the level of inattention in classrooms

of.control teathers was approximately twenty-tlIree percent. _Second,

experimental teachers interacted with high need students more than one

and one-half times more often than control teachers (Re = 4.41 vs. = .

2.70).
'Ow

Third, not only did experimentale teachers engage 1.71\more than twipe

as many diagnostic sequences ( R = 2.91) than control teachers (R-: 1.10)

but also nearly twice as many experimental teachers (N = 11) engaged in

correct diagnostic sequences than did control teachers (i = 6). The

nuthber of correctzdiagnostic transactions also approached twice'as many

P

forexperimental teachers (Re = 2.91 ys. = 1.67). "Finally,, and most

ithportantly, the number of items students of experimental teachers
0

answered correctly, after first answering them incorrectly4 was almost

four times as great as the tontrol group (Re = 2.27 vs. R-c = .60).

The hypothesis that the provision.of,afeedback that was conceptually. ,

appropriate for all instructional conditions would be more effective in.

bringing?ut change in teacher behavior.than simply providing acceptable,

feedback was supported by the lict that in experiment 2.the performance of

the experimental group was higher than the control. These findings

suggest that in addition to providing acceptable feedback, as suggested
,

by Good and Brophy (1974), jt is also necessary to consider the conteptal

appropriateness of the feedback if one is to hive a maximum effeeton

teacher behavior.



.1 'Summary

.L.

In summary,wthese results end the genevlizability of the finding,

both in ierms of population and etencies, that feedback associated with o.

4

valid competencies,does increase the probability of bringing about desired

24

changeS,in both teacher,and learner behavior. Further, evidence was ob-

tained that validofeedback, characterized by its conceptual appropriateness

for all ilistructional conditions, resulted in'a greater increase teacher

qtivelhess ihan diefeedback which was acceptable ta teachers, but not

completely valid fox% a given instructional condition.

7

The 'research also demonstrates a. nuMher.of pOints;

"
W A CBTE program, based on competencies whiCh are conceptually approp-

.

riate for all teaching situations, can be effective in bringimg about

changes in both teacher and learner behavior.

2). Colpetenties, which are conceptual in nature, need:toillspetififd

in Order to measuie the interaction effects of the enabling objedtives.

3). Byreducing the number of competencies to a small number-of con- '

ceptual competencies, i.e.,-the Moore taxonomy of teacher competencieS, the

iMplementation of an.effective'teacher education program which results in ,

'changes in learner behavior is feasible.%

4). Finakly, even if, in the ideal sense', a complete competency based
.r

system is not implemented, a CBTE approach which utilizes a valid;feedback

,systa.dees increaseteacher competencies as measured by changest,in learner

.performange.
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Table 1 '

D MEANS ANALYSIS OF VARlANCE -- AMOUNT OF
tIVEN!BY TEACHER TO HIGH/AND LOW NEED:STUDENTS

.

25

,
.' Treatment (T) 1 3.38

1(3) 1-Need of Student (N) 1 10.11
Sex of Teacher (ST) 1 9.84 9.94 .

,TxNx ST 1 .36 .36 .

T x N , 1 6.74 6.81
T .3e ST 1 3.83 3.87

,

N x ST- 1 6.34 '6.40
.

Error. , 162 .99

, , Table 2

n.s.

MEANHAMOUNT OF ATTENTION GIVEN By
EACHERS TO HIGH AND LOWNEED STUDENTS

a

High Need Students ' Low Need Students

Experimental
Control

4.41
250

1.71

2.51

< .01

\

.jable 3

'AMMARY O THE't-TEST MALysIs-
COMPARINGMEAN PERCENT OFiNATTENTION

>.

Male Teacher Female Teacher

Gn t

Experimental
ControP

11 5.157 5.001 5.588**
11 Z6.225 11.457

8 5.616 '4.183 3.679**
6. 16.140 5.999

2 7

o
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1- Table.4

UNWEIGHTED MEANS ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE -- NUMBER OF
TEACHER INITIATED QUESTIONS ANSWERED INCORRECTLY BY STUDENTS

Source df

Treatment (T) 1-

Sex of Teacher (ST) 1

T x ST 1

,

Error ;9,7

MS

.98 .09 n.s.
,.1.07 .66. n.s.
7.07 .66 n.s.

Oki
10..71 `

Table 5

UNWEIdHTED MEANS ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE NUMBER OF TIMES TEACHERS
JNrTIATED DIAGNOSTIC SEQUENCES FOLLQWING,AN INCORRECT STUDENT RESPONSE
-4 ,

Source

Treatment (T) t.,:. 1

Sex of Teacher (ST)
cTi

1

14.42 8.58 , **

1.04 ..62 n.s.
T x ST 1 .21 .13 n.s.

'Error 17 1.68

** p

-Table 6

. UNWEIGHTED MEANS:ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE --,
'NUMBER OF CORRECT DIAGNOSTIC $EQUENCES INITIATED.

Source .di -

,

;Treatment (T)
Sex of Teacher (ST)
T XJT

er:

..$.51 3.70'
, 1 79 .53 n.s.
1 .1 .11 n.s.

Error 13 1.49 °

*p < .10

28
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Table 7

UNWEIGHTED MEANS ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE--: NUMBER .

OF TIMES STUDENTS CIARECTLY ANSWER-PREVIOUSLY.MISSED ITEMS

Source df MS F
i

TreaXment (T) 1 13.34 9.26 **

Sex of Teacher (ST) 1 .10 .07 n . s .
T x ST 1 .06 .04 n.s.

Error 17 1.44

* *

29
a
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